Figure 1. Lower Euclid Creek entrenched meanders: A, oxbow; B, Inter-meander; C, ultimate meander.
Figure 2. Lower Euclid Creek, showing Wm. Treat’s holding of the former Euclid Pottery.
Figure 3. Lower Euclid Creek, showing historical points on current topography.
Figure 4. Lacustrine Refuge project detail, showing historical points on current topography.
Figure 5. Lacustrine Refuge project detail, showing historical points on current topography.
Figure 6.
Looking across the oxbow to the ultimate meander.
Sandstone blocks on far bank.
Steam-powered boat in meander channel.
Photo, John Habat
Figure 7.
Close-up: Looking across the oxbow to the ultimate meander. The boat is docked in the ultimate meander's west channel.
Photo, John Habat
Figure 8. Looking NW down the inter-meander lagoon.  Photo, John Habat
Figure 9. Looking E-ward at two converging meander channels (arrows). Approximately 1949. Photo, Ursuline Sisters of Cleveland
Figure 10. Looking W-ward at two converging meander channels (arrows). Approximately 1900.
Photo, Ursuline Sisters of Cleveland
Figure 11. Looking North to the Euclid Creek mouth. Approximately 1900.
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